Altium Designer provides a generic set of FPGA macro components – symbolic representations of blocks of functionality that a user desires to add to an FPGA design. These components are presented to the user as FPGA-ready schematic symbols (or graphical representations in an OpenBus System) that can be instantiated into a design. FPGA-ready schematic components are like traditional PCB-ready components, except instead of the symbol being linked to a PCB footprint, each is linked to a pre-synthesized EDIF model.

The pre-synthesized components are supplied as object code entities without having to expose underlying RTL- or netlist-level source code. The system includes multiple libraries providing a comprehensive set of pre-synthesized components, ranging from simple gate-level functional blocks, up through high-level hardware functions, such as multipliers and pulse-width modulators, to high-level functions, such as processors and communications peripherals.

These components can be instantiated into designs by the system user and then the whole design can be targeted to a suitable physical device. Altium Designer automatically manages the resources required to instantiate the design in the chosen FPGA device, by ensuring that the EDIF models specific to that device are correctly chosen and linked to the generic symbols placed when capturing the design.

The result is a design environment that offers true device vendor independence, with the ability to quickly retarget your FPGA design to a different device with relative ease.
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